Montgomery and Samelson showed that if a compact connected Lie group acts differentiably and effectively on a sphere and if there is one stationary point, then the remaining orbits cannot all be of the same dimension [2] . In our note we will examine transformation groups in which all orbits have the same dimension. As a corollary, we shall extend the Montgomery-Samelson theorem to all closed simply connected manifolds. We shall not use a differentiability hypothesis. We shall denote by (L, X) the action of a compact, connected Lie group L on a locally compact connected separable metric space X. It will be assumed that all the orbits of (L, X) have the same dimension.
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We denote by m:L XX-+X the function defining the action of L on A, and by The map is onto, for if 0(y)EX is the orbit of y, then gyEFx, where gEL is such that gHyg~1=Hx. The map is 1-1 since gFx = Fx implies that gENx. We omit the proof that the inverse is continuous.
Let Fx be a component of Fx and let BXENX be the subgroup of L which maps Fx onto itself. We define two mappings V1.X-+L/B*, v2:X^>L/Nx.
The first map is defined by sending the points of gFx into the coset gBx, and the second by sending points of gFx into the coset gNx. It should be observed that if yEFx, then GyEBx. It might be noted in passing that some local properties of Fx can be determined now. For example, if X is an ANR, so is Fx, or if X is a manifold, Fx is a generalized manifold in the sense of local homology properties. Lemma 3. If for the transformation group (L, X) the space X is simply connected, and if all the orbits have the same dimension, then Bx is connected.
The proof is immediate upon examining the fiber bundle [X, L/Bx, Fx; vi]. Since X is simply connected, Ti(L/Bx) =0, but on the other hand, there is a homomorphism of tti(L/Bx) onto Bx/Bx, where B% is the identity component of Bx. Theorem 1. // (L, X) denotes the action of a compact, connected Lie group on a compact simply connected ANR such that x(A)^0, and if all the orbits have the same dimension, then all the isotropy groups are connected and conjugate.
We may take L to be simply connected. Since x(X) ^0, any maximal torus in L has a stationary point in X, hence Hx is a subgroup of maximum rank. By the preceding lemma Bx is connected and HxEPxENx, but Nx/Hx is finite, so Bx = Hx. Finally, since GxEBx, Gx = Hx. This means that L defines a fibration of A with fibre L/Hx
[3]-Theorem 2. // (L, Mn) denotes the effective action of a compact, connected Lie group on a closed simply connected manifold, and if there is a stationary point, then the remaining orbits cannot all have the same dimension.
Let us suppose that the theorem is false, and that (L, M") is a counter example. We consider the transformation group (L, Wn) on the open simply connected manifold W" obtained by deleting the stationary point from M". We assume that the orbits of (L, W") all have the same dimension. It was shown in [l ] that any maximal torus in L has a stationary point on Wn, thus IIX has maximal rank. Furthermore iri(L/Nx)c^.Nx/Hx, so that Fx has (Nx/Hx) components.
Since Nx must act transitively on the components of Fx, it follows that BX = IIX. This implies that GX = HX, so all the isotrophy groups are connected and conjugate. Thus (L, Wn) defines a compact fibration of W" by L/IIX which must be proper, and this contradicts [l].1 This is the extension of the Montgomery-Samelson theorem referred to in our title. It should be kept in mind that there is a conjecture to the effect that a compact connected Lie group acting on a sphere with one stationary point must have another. The Montgomery-Samelson theorem supports this conjecture and is a step toward a solution.
